shown that QA neurons fire with a probability that oscillates at the input frequency of flutter vibrations applied to their cutaneous receptive fields ( . We wondered whether, in addition to using trains of current pulses during the discrimination task.
, 1998). neuronal activity induced by an electrical stimulus can
We required small cutaneous receptive fields confined be stored in memory, to be quantitatively compared to to the glabrous skin of one fingertip and possessing QA a subsequent perceptual stimulus, nor has it been properties; once a neuron or cluster of neurons with shown that the activation of a specific group of neurons such a receptive field was found, the mechanical stimucan, by itself, be sufficient basis for an entire cognitive lator tip was placed on the center of the receptive field. process. A convenient model to approach these two
We then switched to the mixed mechanical/microstimuquestions is the flutter sensation, for which humans and lation protocol, in which microstimulation trials were monkeys have similar discrimination thresholds (Mountrandomly intermixed with standard, purely mechanical castle et al., 1990; Herná ndez et al., 1997). Neurons in trials. The frequency pairs and event sequence were the S1 with QA properties, which are arranged in a columnar same in both mechanical and microstimulation trials, fashion (Mountcastle, 1957 75% correct, respectively. The difference was not significant (permutation test, n ϭ 1000, p Ͼ 0.10). These reWe first investigated whether monkeys could store a memory trace of an electrical stimulus delivered in place sults show that monkeys were able to accurately memorize, over a range of several discriminable values, the of the first mechanical stimulus. Figure 1a shows the sequence of events during standard (black, down arrow) percept induced by the base artificial stimulus frequency; they were then able to make a quantitative comand microstimulation (gray, up arrow) discrimination trials. Figure 1c when they were unable to use it for discrimination. In five cases, we microstimulated at the border between a cluster of QA and SA neurons of area 3b; in triggered by microstimulating each of the three different these circumstances, monkeys performed less well (beclusters (we show only the discrimination threshold low 75% correct) than when the microstimulation was curves, from frequency pair subset "d" in Figure 1b ). placed at the center of the cluster of QA neurons. Figure  Thus , activation of any part of a column of neurons 3 shows an example of data taken from a single elecwith similar functional properties is sufficient to initiate trode penetration, for one data collection run when the discrimination in this task. electrode tip was at the center of a cluster of SA neurons, If monkeys are consistently able to extract the base one data collection run when the electrode tip was near frequency from the artificially induced sensation, are the border between an SA cluster and a QA cluster, and they able to discriminate between two purely artificial a final data collection run when the electrode tip was in stimulus frequencies injected into a cluster of QA neuthe center of a QA cluster (we show only the discriminarons of area 3b? We investigated this possibility with tion threshold curves, from frequency pair subset "d" the same protocol described above, but now both the in Figure 1b) . These results suggest that the activity of base and comparison frequencies were substituted with QA neurons, rather than that of SA neurons, is key to trains of current pulses (Figure 5a ). Once again, half of the performance of this sensory discrimination task. the randomly intermixed trials were standard (entirely In four sessions, we were able to introduce three mimechanical, 23 frequency pairs) and half of the trials croelectrodes into a cluster of QA neurons of area 3b were artificial (now entirely microstimulation, 23 frethat shared the same receptive field. We knew that the quency pairs). Figure 5b shows the results obtained with most anterior microelectrode was placed in the superfithe subset of pairs marked "c" in Figure 1b , which test cial layers, because another microelectrode was placed the working memory component of the task. Monkeys in front of it and recorded units in primary motor cortex were able to discriminate between the artificial stimulus (area 4) that were driven by spontaneous or passive frequencies with a performance almost identical to that movements of fingers and lacked cutaneous receptive obtained with mechanical stimuli (80% versus 89% corfields. The most posterior microelectrode was placed, rect, in artificial versus mechanical trials). The difference we believe, in the lower layers, and the microelectrode was small but statistically significant (permutation test, between these two in the middle layers. In separate n ϭ 1000, p Ͻ 0.01). Figure 5c shows the results with runs, we applied the microstimulation protocol described above. Figure 4 shows that discrimination is the subset of pairs marked "d" in Figure 1b , which are to discriminate between the two artificial frequencies (below 75% correct responses, averaged over all 23 frequency pairs). We could not find an explanation for made against the memory trace left by the first stimulus, and the decision is then projected to the motor apparathese two negative results. One possibility is that the microstimulation was made at the border between QA tus to indicate discrimination. Accurate performance of the task can be consistent only with induction of a senand SA columns, but we could not determine this. According to these results, monkeys had more difficulties sory percept during both stimulus periods. Our results indicate that the whole sequence of events that leads in discriminating frequencies when the two stimuli were artificial than when the base stimulus only was artificial.
to discrimination could be initiated by artificial stimulus patterns injected into the QA circuit of area 3b. Thus, However, in nine out of eleven sessions, overall performance (with artificial stimuli) in each session was 75% the neural activity produced by either the natural or the artificial stimulus can be used as the basis of sensory correct or better, well above pure chance. discrimination in a psychophysical observer. The experiments described here followed on directly Discussion from our cortical microstimulation experiments of 1998 (Romo et al., 1998) . However, the present results are In our paradigm, the first stimulus has to be detected and memorized. Comparison of the second stimulus is more than a simple extension of our previous results. perception. However, we do not know yet whether mi5a). In each data collection run there were thus a total of 46 different frequency pair/stimulus class combinations. Trials using these comcrostimulation of the QA circuit in S1 elicits a subjective binations were presented in random order until ten trials for each flutter sensation in the fingertips. This can only be excombination had accumulated. Discrimination thresholds were deplored by microstimulating S1 in an attending human termined by first fitting sigmoidal functions to the data obtained observer.
using subset "d" of Figure 1a (see Figure 1d) ; the threshold was then read off from the fit as half the difference between the base stimulus frequency that would be identified as lower than the comExperimental Procedures parison frequency (20 Hz) on 75% of the trials and the base stimulus frequency that would be identified as lower on 25% of the trials.
Mechanical Stimulation
Stimuli were delivered to the skin of the distal segment of one digit of the right, restrained hand, via a computer-controlled stimulator
